IOWA PLAYED HER BEST

ACME OF FORM AT CHICAGO.

Michigan's Wonderful Team Swamped the Hawkeyes. The Down 10 to 0 at Final Score.

All-Western Eleven.

ENDS—Show, Michigan; Ju- dean, Wisconsin.
TACKLES—Curris (Captain), Wisconsin; Shorts, Michigan.
Center—Loventhal, Illinois.
Quarterbacks—Weeks, Michigan.
Halfbacks—Larson, Wisconsin; Horn, Michigan.
Fullback—Driver, Wisconsin.

Second Eleven.

Ends—Toomer, Minnesota; Abbott, Wisconsin.
Tackles—White, Captain, Michigan; Swift, Wisconsin.
Guards—Wilson, Michigan; Flynn, Minnesota.
Center—Page, Minnesota.
Quarter—Marshall, Wisconsin.
Halfbacks—Cochens, Wisconsin; Sheldon, Chicago.
Fullback—Sweeney, Michigan.

In the acme of her form for the season, Iowa went down before Michigan, fighting bravely all the time. Neither a color was struck Thanksgiving morning. The gal- lant Hawkeyes made a record on that West Side football field for which Iowa can give thanks for well nigh a year—until the coming of another and better season, another and better team raised from the dead ashes of this year's hopes, will again give the Hawkeyes heart cease for rejoicing and once more startle the shades of campus and city this coming Thanksgiving.

Iowa played a snappier, swifter, more intelligent and stubborn game in every manner of the day than at any time this year. The victory shows more than anything else the surpassing strength of the wonderful Michigan team. Iowa was outplayed in every minute of the game after the first fifteen minutes of the first half and the first ten minutes of the second period of slaughter. The game was an overwhelming defeat by the largest score made on Thanksgiv- ing day and the largest of the season in a big game. Yet it was no less interesting. Michigan fought for all she gained. No touchdowns were made by run- ning the length of the field and no smashes of ten or fifteen yards were recorded. Thirty yards was the limit on Michigan's wonderful- end runs and eight yards on halfback and these were one. Driver played in his place and fought like a hero. Every Hawkeye played with his fellow and spoke not himself to stop the terrific smashes and pounding and dash- ing of the Michigan team in the west, save Wisconsin.
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FACULTY ATHLETES.

PERAMBULATE SATURDAY.

Exciting Stroll to Indian Lookout—Some Gain in Prospects of the Club.

ENGINEERING PROGRESS.

New Machines—Wonderful Hydraulic Laboratory System, Not Shop Work.

There is much activity in the engineering building. This is due to a new iron new jet working machines have been re- ceived and are being placed in position to be connected up with the shafting which runs the entire length of the building. The machines which the workmen are setting in place on the west side of the building are a Chickopee Planer made by the Ames Mfg. Co., an eighteen inch Blaisdell and he explained the rules to be, a ten inch rack cutter, a nine inch Barnes lathe, a band saw, sheet saw, a V shore drill and a cutter grinder. In the south end of the room will be located a five horse power Lanston automatic type setting machine and in the north end a thirty-five horse power Lanston automatic type setting machine which will take its steam from the high pressure steam main and also provide a high pressure and will furnish the steam.

The hydraulic laboratory when finished will be one of the most remarkable in the world. The Mun- nington 8 x 10 x 12 duplex pump capable of maintaining a water head of sixty feet will be used to let pressure and the ten inch rack will force the water through a four inch pipe line running along the east wall of the labora- tory. This pipe line will connect with a high pressure cylinder capable of withstanding a pressure equal to one thousand feet head of water.

The laboratory is composed of: first, the hydraulic laboratory. By this lab oratory is fitted up with arresters, baffles plates and weighing vessels, the latter of which is being attached to the system an orifice tank, ejector, impulse wheel hav- ing a maximum of 50 horse power, and a fly wheel, etc., and systems of pipe lines for illustrating the less in engineering. The head due to right angle, quick return, curved bends etc.

The pump in the laboratory is managed by two men who have charge of the auxiliary fire protection sys- tem for the university property on the campus. This system contemplates a line of six-inch pipe, through the campus, north and south, back of the Old Capit- tol building with a six-inch con- nection, running to the water chamber of the pump in the hy- draulic laboratory. By this system and pressure can be had to throw water over the flag staff on the campus five hours or greater engine and in the event of a fire the force of the stream will be great enough to tear down a brick and mortar.

The improvements here outlin- ed constitute the nucleus of a me- chanical engineering laboratory for demonstrating purposes. The machinery and equipment is to be used for shop work and nothing in that line is contemplated, that field being in the hands of the neg- le of mechanical arts at Ames.

The Middletonian will be out about December 18th.

Miss Pearl Hall entertained a few friends on Thanksgiving evening.

Delta Tau Delta gave a six o'clock dinner Friday night after the evening was spent in dancing.

The Department of Zoology is in receipt of a large collection of brachy- cronid fossils from Mr. Frank Springer of Burlington who is an authority on these forms. The spec- men comes from Logan Co. Kas.
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well of the university. The players have been hard workers, have played for the university and played as hard as they knew how. They did not come up to the teams of '98 and '99 but what green team could? The 1901 team has never loafed, has played hard, consistent ball through the season and when they were beaten, it was because they were outclassed. There is no one to blame and no blame to place. It was hard luck that is all.

Dr. Knipe has done well and the team has done well. We did not win this year but we will next, chalk it up your hat, and we will win over the same teams that defeated us this year. Iowa will not have to meet such a combination of unfavorable conditions again in many seasons.

One thing the season has demonstrated and that is the need of an experienced trainer. It is enough for one man to see to it that the team is conditioned, that every man is in proper physical shape for every game so that when the whistle blows Iowa's eleven shall be fit to compete. The coach cannot do this work and it is of vital importance.

Special Notices.

Every new style that's right can be found in our hat department.

For up-to-date overcoats see our Automobile and Kithchens, $25.00 to $25.50. Everything in first-class suits from $2.50 to $22.50. For clean, new, ready-to-wear clothing see Sueppel's.

We can please your fancy in fancy shirts, 50c to $1.50.

SUEPPELS.

Coast & Son.

Sole agents for the Homan Hats—Sueppels.

Sole agents for the Homan Hats—Sueppels.

If WANTED.—Six boarders. Rates 75c per week. Excellent table board guaranteed. Miss. Fischer

Eff North Van Buren, 1211 Remember 123

A man can't look at you without seeing your hat. To be sure that its right come here.

Coast & Son.

Now is the time to order your fall suit or trousers at Slavata's.

Medium weight underwear 50c per garment at Coast & Son.
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The football player now retired out of the lime light in the center of the stage and the debater and orator steps into his place. The party committee begins to take a large part of the public attention, and in the distance we see looming up the figures of the baseball man and the pole vaulter.

All records for slowness have been broken by this year's handbook. This book is published and distributed free of charge by the Y. M. C. A. and of course it is not good form to complain, but while a handbook is a very useful thing to have and 'have early in the year, a handbook in December is about as good as none at all. Whoever is responsible for the delay of the publication has caused great inconvenience to all and almost defeated the entire enterprise, for most students have by this time learned the addresses of their friends and don't need a dictionary.

Beaten fairly and by an overwhelming score. There is not much more to say about Thursday's game except that our team fought out to the end and that Michigan has the best team in the west and probably in the country. Iowa congratulates you Michigan, even in the hour of her defeat. Though beaten in the three big games of the season and beaten roundly, the 1901 team deserves

BLOOM & MAYER

It pays to be particular about your business.

Suit or Overcoat

The smart appearance—the correct style—the perfect fit and the quality of the fabric, all tend to command respect, no matter where you go. We know of no other ready-to-wear clothes that meet all these requirements as well as the

Stein-Bloch Clothes

They have a national reputation for reliability; the makers use only the finest fabrics and see to it that they are exclusive and in good taste; they employ some but skilled designers and tailors; in fact every precaution is taken to have their clothing absolutely correct in every detail.

Suits

Overcoats

$10 to $25.50

$10 to $25.00

BLOOM & MAYER

Only One Dollar Per Month and Your Clothes Will Always Be Cleaned and Well Pressed and Your Shoes Shined. Clothes promptly delivered by Parcel Delivery.

SAM TANNER'S Panitorium.

FOUR DOORS EAST OF POST OFFICE.

Peoples' Steam Laundry

Corner Iowa Ave. and Linn St.

Goods called for and delivered. Telephone Number 85.

A. T. CALKINS,

PARSONS & STOUFFER

6, 8 and 10 South Delaware Street.

Footballs and Football Supplies, Pocket Knives, and a full line of

Hardware, Bicycles and Sporting Goods. Keys filed—can duplicate any key on earth.

The best borses, best line of runabouts and stand-hopes in the city.

Foster, Thompson & Graham

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Do You Want a Pair?

Have you seen 'em! The swell shoes for winter—broad, extension soles, double-deck extension soles, rope-stitched, extended stitched heels, colored edges. Just the shoe for ladies and gentlemen who wear smart things. Come in and see the new ideas—Box Calf, Patent Kid and Enamelled Leathers are the stock from which these new shoes are made. Every good dresser will want a pair of these snappy shoes as soon as they see them.

WEAR NEW THINGS FIRST, NOT LAST.

MORGAN & DENTON.

SPECIAL JUST IN

100 Raglans--56 Inches Long

Loose and half-fitting backs worth from $15.00 to $25.00 at $10.00, $12.50, $15.00 Each

Come early, at

BENNISON BROS.

115 Washington Street

NEW GOODS

Arriving every week, for the holiday trade, and at prices the lowest. We make a specialty of fine watch and jewelry repairing. Watch inspectors for the B. C. R. & N. Ry.

Hands & Thornberry, 108 College St.

Largest Line of New Copyright Books in the City.

Fine Line of Pictures and all kinds of Sterling Silver Novelties at

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE, Curny & Louis.

C. A. Murphy's Livery

Leave Orders for the Tally-box.

Finest Turnouts in Iowa City. Horse Boarded. Open Day and Night. Telephone No. 67, both lines. 114 Washington Street.

Competition is Getting Strong

But we are prepared to meet it.

OUTFIT of swell Traps, Runabouts and Stanhopes. Open Day and Night. Donovan Brothers' old stand.

E. D. MURPHY -- Livery.
Whole Sale Ice

While Wholesale Ice

Everything new and

Prominent attention and
good service guaranteed.

E. Sangster
The New Grocery Store on College St.

Special rates to Fraternity
Managers and Stewards of
boarding clubs.

AS GOOD A LINE OF
Groceries
as can be procured in the city. Order filled
promptly and delivered at once.

HECK & EMMONS
13 S. Dubuque St. Telephone 195

J. J. Hoth
Contractor and Builder

W HOLE S A LE ICE
From the warm waters of the Iowa River
above the Cedar Falls Dam.

Iowa City
Iowa

WANTED!

AT ONCE AT

BARTH BROTHERS
GROCERY STORE
115 East College Street
A Few More Good
Customers

We have about a quarter ton of sugar left in the store. This is a fine kind. We are asking
$1.00 a ton for it. The season for making molasses is fast approaching and we want a
supply of sugar. We will be happy to supply anyone who wishes to make molasses.

A Few More Good
Customers

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Everything new and
up-to-date.

Prompt attention and
good service guaranteed.

E. Sangster
The New Grocery Store on College St.